Illuminae by Amie Kaufman & Jay
Kristoff. Kady Grant has typical problems school, parents, and a boyfriend
she just dumped. But life spirals out of
control when Kady's planet Kerenza is
attacked by an unknown enemy. As
destruction unfolds around her Kady
manages to escape her planet on one
of three ships. Kady is considered
lucky with her mother on one ship and
her ex Ezra on another. As the convoy
flees Kerenza with the enemy close
behind a deadly virus is spreading
through one of the ships. AIDEN the
onboard computer of the lead ship
has gone rogue and the enemy is in
close pursuit in an attempt to destroy
the last witnesses of the Kerenza catastrophe. YA KAU
Lady midnight (Dark Artifice bk 1) by
Cassandra Clare. Fighting is Emma
Carstairs' life. She is training to be a
Shadowhunter a demon killer and is
determined to discover the truth behind her parent’s murder. At her side
is Julian, who is also her parabatai, a
bonded-for-life platonic warrior partner. As a new rash of murders occurs
throughout L.A. Emma gets closer to
discovering the truth about her parents, and she and Julian begin to navigate their changing feelings for each
other. But the law that prohibits
parabatai from falling in love is rooted
in reason, and the consequences are
more dire than they know. YA CLA

Library of souls (Miss Peregrine's peculiar children bk 3) by Ransom Riggs. The fate of all Peculiardom is at stake. Time is running out for
the Peculiar Children. With a dangerous madman on the loose and their beloved Miss Peregrine still in danger Jacob Portman and Emma
Bloom are forced to stage the most daring of
rescue missions. They'll travel through a wartorn landscape meet new allies and face greater dangers than ever. Will Jacob come into his
own as the hero his fellow Peculiars know him
to be? YA RIG

Magical Realism

The Raven King by Maggie Stiefvater. (Raven
Cycle bk 4) Blue has been warned that she will
cause her true love's death. She doesn't believe in true love and never thought this would
be a problem but as her life becomes caught
up in the strange and sinister world of the Raven Boys she's not so sure anymore. YA STI
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Assassin's blade: the Throne of Glass novellas by Sarah J. Maas. In these five prequel novellas to Throne of Glass feared
assassin Celaena embarks on daring missions that take her from remote islands to
hostile deserts, where she fights to liberate slaves and avenge tyranny. YA MAA
After: nineteen stories of Apocalypse and Dystopia edited by
Ellen Datlow. This engrossing collection of
short stories tackles a single question:
What happens to humanity following a
disaster that causes calamitous, fundamental and long-lasting change? YA AFT
Ash by Shani Petroff. After the Event in
which seven billion people died the survivors created a system to ensure nothing
like that would happen again. People are
placed into a caste or ring system starting
with the highest most powerful Purples
through the rainbow to the lowly Ashes.
As people are born specialists extract their
destinies down to the day and time and to
maintain order all must fulfill their destiny.
Dax is a rarity a Blank one whose destiny
could not be extracted the lowliest of the
low. Madden is an elite Purple being
groomed to take over a position on the
ruling board. After Dax's brothers commit
the ultimate sacrifice in the name of
breaking free from pre-determined destinies Dax and Madden are thrown together
in a plot of intrigue secrecy and danger.
YA PET

Backward Glass by David Lomax. When
Kenny Maxwell moves into his family’s
new yet falling apart Victorian home in
1977, he makes a shocking discovery in
the carriage house. Buried inside the wall
is a baby’s mummified body wrapped in
old newspaper, along with a handwritten
plea for help.
YA RIG
Clockwork scarab by Colleen Gleason
(Stoker & Holmes bk 1) In 1889 London
young women are turning up dead and
Evaline Stoker relative of Bram and Mina
Holmes niece of Sherlock are summoned
to investigate the clue of the not-soancient Egyptian scarabs but where does a
time traveler fit in?
Ember in the ashes by a novel by Sabaa
Tahir. Laia is a Scholar living under the
iron-fisted rule of the Martial Empire.
When her brother is arrested for treason
Laia goes undercover as a slave at the empire's greatest military academy in exchange for assistance from rebel Scholars
who claim that they will help to save her
brother from execution. YA TAH

Here and now by Ann Brashares.
Prenna didn’t come from a different
country but a different time. She came
from the future where there are mosquito-borne illnesses that have
changed into a pandemic killing millions of people and leaving the world in
ruins. Prenna and some others escaped
to the present time and they have to
follow strict rules. Rules to keep them
safe. They can never reveal where they
are from or interfere with history and
never be intimate with anyone outside
their community. Prenna has been
good at doing what she is told. She also
believes she can help prevent the
plague that sent them back in time. All
of that changes when she meets Ethan
Jarves and falls in love. YA BRA

